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Success forgirl
after illness had
put life at risk
Lauren's mum told she was unlikely to live
By Maurice Richmond
newsdesk@essexchronicie.co.uk

A TEENAGER whose parents were told she was
unlikely to come out of a coma has defied the odds -
and also achieved some commendable GCSEs.
Maltings Academy student Lauren Hambling, 16,

of Purcell Road, Witham, was mysteriously struck
down with septic shock in January and spent two
weeks at Broomfield Hospital in Chelmsford.
She then spent four days in a medically-induced

coma, but pulled through despite the dire prognosis
by doctors.
Doctors at the hospital, who only see about four

similar cases a year, still do not know what caused
her body to go into septic shock, a life-threatening
condition that happens when your blood pressure NOW: Maltings Academy student Lauren Hambling
drops to a dangerously low level due to an infec-
tion. and with reduced preparation, Lauren was still able
Despite missing a crucial four weeks of mock to secure two As, two Bs, three Cs and a D grade.

exams and preparation earlier in the academic year She said: '1am very happy with my results and it
____________ ~ ~~-..;;h:;as~obviously been a very scary year for me. The

ospital had said to my Mum that I wouldn't pull
through.
"I'll be staying on at Maltings to study sociology,

health and social care and psychology."
Overall, Maltings Academy achieved its best

GCSE results for the fourth consecutive year with 63
per cent of students gaining five or more A* to C
grades, including English and maths, while there
were 81 per cent of students achieved an A* to C
grade in English, 19 per cent above the national
average. In maths, 72 per cent scored at least a C
grade, up on the national average by nine per cent.

Trend
Principal John Szynal said: "We are delighted

with the outstanding GCSE results attained by our
students this year, which continues the academy's
excellent rtsmg trend in achievement across the
curriculum over the past five years.
"These are the best results in the academy's

history and are a credit to the students and stafIwho
have worked exceptionally hard.
"We are extremely proud, especially in the cur-

rent educational climate in which gaining GCSEs is
being made more difficult."
Notable high scorers included Thomas McKeown

with five A*s, five As, one B and one distinction.
James Sullivan bagged seven A*s, two As, one Cand
one distinction while Reece Ismay secured grades of
A*, three As, one B, one C and one distinction.

THEN: Lauren Hambling seriously ill in hospital
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